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SYNOPSIS

What would you do if you started to disappear? At the age of 45, Laury Sacks, an ebullient actress and 
the doting mother of two small children, had a reputation as the quickest wit in the room. At the age 
of 46, she began forgetting words. Soon she could barely speak. When a friend suggested making a 
film to capture her mysterious new life, Laury jumped at the idea.

This is the profoundly personal portrait of a woman in the prime of life who invites us to witness her 
struggle to make sense of the unthinkable. As she says straight to the camera the first day of filming: 
“What do I hope for? I hope for—the truth!”

For one year Laury’s friends Pam and Connie filmed what turned out to be her long, inexorable 
descent to frontotemporal dementia, a little-understood disease that strikes people in the prime 
of life.

Laury was always a storyteller and she wanted to tell her last story herself. Looks Like Laury Sounds 
Like Laury is the first experiential documentary about living with FTD, a fast-moving always fatal 
disease for which there is currently no cure or treatment.

This is Laury’s story.

“ ‘Looks Like Laury’ shines the power of friendship on a failing mind. The film… is at least as 
compelling for what it says about friendship’s many faces and textures as for what it says about loss. 
It’s worth watching closely — and taking notes.
DEBORAH FRANKLIN, NPR.ORG

“A devastating vanishing act in dementia’s grip … unflinching.”
NEIL GENZLINGER, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“A poignant, affectionate, and deeply personal chronicle … it is less about the process of succumbing 
to the little-known degenerative brain disease than about the commitment to fully live the process—
with dignity, grace, and surprising humor.” 
KAREN CAMPBELL, THE BOSTON GLOBE

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS
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“When compassion is the best medicine... It allows us to peer into the lives of a tightly bound com-
munity and see how family and friends depended on each other during trying times when modern 
medicine offers no quick fixes.”
DR. RANDI HUTTER EPSTEIN, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY

“A remarkable story.”
DAVID HEITZ, HEALTHLINE

“A wrenching, intimate portrait of a woman who confronts with courage the inexorable erasure 
of her identity.”
PETER KEOUGH, BOSTONGLOBE.COM

“A heartbreaking, beautifully told story ... a compelling, heartwrenching film.”
AMY BETH ARKWAY, BLOG TALK RADIO

“‘Looks Like Laury’ chronicles woman’s battle with dementia”
LYNN ELBER, ASSOCIATED PRESS

PUBLISHED BY OVER 100 INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL & LOCAL NEWS OUTLETS

“Orange is the New Black Star Brings Dementia to Forefront in New Documentary.”
KATE HOGAN, PEOPLE.COM

“Connie Shulman — Yoga Jones from ‘Orange is the New Black’ — opens up about friend’s dementia 
in new film: ‘A story that needs to be told.’ ”
MEREDITH ENGEL, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
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“ ‘Looks Like Laury, Sounds Like Laury’ A Portrait Made With Love.”
NICOLE DUPONT, RURAL INTELLIGENCE

“A tribute to friendship in battling dementia.”
BELINDA PETER, HEALTH AIM

“A ... touching film [that] offers an intimate look at a woman’s attempts to reckon with the unthinkable.”
BASIL TSIOKOS, WHAT (NOT) TO DOC

“An intense documentary and portrait of a woman fighting something she never thought would 
happen to her.”
LEONOR MATEUS FERREIRA, ALZHEIMER’S NEWS TODAY

“Looks like Laury, Sounds like Laury served as an homage to their beloved friend, a memento for her 
family, and a tool for raising awareness of FTD.”
ABBY ELLIN, NEUROLOGY NOW

“A journey into the lives of Laury and those who love her.”
ANNE-MARIE BOTEK, AGING CARE MAGAZINE

A 5-MINUTE CUT OF THE FILM WAS A

2015 WINNER OF THE NEURO FILM FESTIVAL
FROM THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY 

“A profound personal portrait.” — THE JUDGES

“Vivid, inspiring, and heartbreaking.”
JOHN FITTS, THE REGISTER CITIZEN
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I tried to make viewers fall in love with Laury. 
I needed to make people care about what might be happening to her. 

We also tried to find the humor in this awful situation. 
And Laury helped us. People show resilience in all kinds of  ways, 

and for Laury it was laughter. 
That gives the audience permission to laugh, too, even if  they’re also crying.

“ 

”
PAMELA HOGAN, DIRECTOR & PRODUCER
IN AN INTERVIEW WITH NEUROLOGY NOW

WHAT OUR AUDIENCES ARE SAYING

“Every person young, old or in between, really must take the time to watch this journey... As a viewer looking 
in on this docudrama, I felt immediately drawn into this life, this family and this sweet person, who
welcomed every viewer to share this deeply life-altering disease we all have come to know, as dementia. 
Become part of her family. Become her friend. And yes, allow this personal and family tragedy, to teach us 
and motivate us to find a cure.”— PIERRE MARTIN

“My heartfelt gratitude to Laury and her family and those of you who made the film. It’s a brave thing to share 
with the world. Thanks from those of us who have lived with this. My husband died of FTD/ALS 4 years ago. 
Seeing more awareness and advocacy is excellent. There is help out there.”  — ANONYMOUS

“A great film about FTD, but also about friendship. It should be seen by everyone who has a friend or ever 
had a friend.” —DEBRA VICTOROFF

“This film is such a work of love. Laury’s journey was so, so much like my Fred’s. So many memories. 
Tears. I was privileged to have cared for him.” — ANONYMOUS

“Thank you, thank you, thank you. My husband had this same variant of FTD and to see it progress on the 
screen was heartwrenching. It brought me back through each moment. I lived it. My children lived it. 
Doctors need to see this. They need to know that we do see that our loved one is still there. 
When we listen, really listen, we hear them. We understand when they speak with their eyes. 
We need to respect their frustration.This is so dear to my heart.” — CHERYL FULLLER SPARKS

“Incredibly painful, and incredibly important to watch.” — ANONYMOUS

“This is one of the most powerful documentaries I have watched in awhile. This should make every one of us 
grateful for every second on earth, the good ones and the bad. Thanks you to Laury’s family and friends for 
sharing all of her story.” — DEB BOSS

“I am still unable to precisely register all the different ways in which this story has touched and devastated 
and healed and enriched me. But I know that this is one of those films that we all should see, as it teaches us 
how to not lose sight of the loved person gradually disappearing behind the insurmountable barrier 
mercilessly erected by the disease; it allows us to embrace and share the immense pain of the family, helpless, 
trying to cope and minimize everyone’s suffering; and, most of all, it awakens anew the appreciation 
for this wondrous, precious, magnificent life we were so incredibly lucky to experience.”  — REFIK HODZIC
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“I think about Laury every single day since watching this.” — LYNDSEY GALLAGHER-SMITH

“I watched this and cried like a baby at the end. I was so moved by this film. 
I work at a facility that has a memory care unit, and although I am not one of their caregivers, I see them 
almost daily and know some of the families. I have to mention the friend of Laury’s daughter. 
I was so amazed that a child of that age could be so insightful and compassionate and kind to their friend 
who was going through this experience of having a mother who was “different” than the other mothers. 
Everyone should watch this film. I will never forget it!” — CATHERINE CARDOSO

“This was a great project, start to finish! It was so wonderful to see her friends still be there for her. 
I had a patient who suffered (now deceased) from early-onset Alzheimer’s. It is most definitely a different kind of 
journey!”  — DEBORAH BUNN

“Incredibly moving film.” — EVE JANOPAUL

“I just watched it and this could be your mother, sister, wife, daughter, me or you. Life is short so make it 
meaningful by caring for others.” — PHYLLIS LUDWIG

“Words fail me to adequately share the emotion evoked. Thank you so much for telling the story of those 
with Frontal Temporal Dementia and showing the beauty and devastation the family experiences: as he 
said, on a scale of 1-10 with 10 being the hardest, this disease is an 11. I hope her husband and daughter 
have a wonderful life and find peace. Thank you for being vulnerable and being the voice of our 
families.”— ELLEN RAGSDALE

“This was a fabulous and honest portrayal of this horrific disease called FTD. My mother died in 2014 from 
it at the young age of 67, and my dad cared for her at home during the entire illness. It was hard to watch but 
I was encouraged that it is being brought to the public to educate them. So many people don’t know about 
FTD; even people who care for other dementia patients don’t know what to do with a patient with FTD. We 
need to get involved and we need to find out what to do with this disease. ” — JULIE A. BEVERIDGE

“I feel like right now is exactly the right time for awareness about FTD. Thank you for making this movie for 
the many of us that are navigating through the heart wrenching journey of this disease. Thank you to Laury 
and her family and friends. It truly means so much.” — AMY BUSCARINO RILEY 

“Thank you for such compassion. The spirit of a person remains.” — DIANE

“A beautiful, beautiful film.” — ANONYMOUS

“Just perfection. Don’t how you were able to do this without falling to pieces. Brava!”   — ANONYMOUS

Seeing this film have a life is finally letting Laury go.
She thrived on being such a good friend. She can still do that. 

Her film is like a guide, like her holding the hand of  someone else going through this. Her friends are 
all of  our friends. We are all of  those characters going through 

a most challenging situation. How do we cope? We do what Laury did, 
smile and laugh and gut our way through, and do it with our friends and family!

“ 

”
CONNIE SHULMAN, PRODUCER  

IN AN INTERVIEW WITH THE ASSOCIATION FOR FRONTOTEMPORAL DEGENERATION
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NOTES FROM THE FILMMAKERS

What would you do if your friend started to disappear—and asked you to make a film about it? 
That was the gauntlet my close friend Laury threw down one fall afternoon.

I was riding in a cab when my phone rang. I picked it up, and Laury said “Pam! Talk to Connie!” 
It was the longest sentence I’d heard from Laury in a while. She sounded excited, and I found out 
why. Connie had just suggested to Laury that since she was having trouble talking, and couldn’t 
really write any more, maybe film would give her an outlet. A way to break through her isolation. 
Laury jumped at the idea, and I was in.

The next day, over a cup of coffee at Fairway café, Laury whipped out her address book and 
pointed at the names of friends she wanted in the film. Casting? Check. And so it began. By this 
point Laury was already well into a baffling set of symptoms that were starting to look ominous, 
but she didn’t have a diagnosis and we were all hoping for a miracle. 

As we began documenting Laury’s day to day life, I saw flashes of the vital, generous, hilariously 
funny woman I had bonded with years earlier when our sons became fast friends at a neighborhood 
pre-school Some days you could almost fool yourself into thinking she was starting to come 
back. Ever the actress, Laury lit up whenever the camera was on; she loved our cinematographer 
Kat Patterson and we quickly dropped the documentarian’s mantra of “don’t look at the camera,” 
since she couldn’t stop beaming at Kat as we rolled. And when she got tired, usually after a 
few hours of filming, she’d rip off her microphone and cheerfully hand it to Kat by way of 
goodbye. It was only when Kat spent her first morning filming Laury solo that we saw the 
depths. The kids were off at school, husband Eric at work, no friends on the schedule, no one 
helping her navigate the confusion. Our hearts broke that day.

In the end there was no miracle. Just a sacred trust that we would help Laury tell her last story.  
And wonder at how much of the essential Laury still remained despite all that was taken away.
This is not the film I wanted to make. I wanted to make a film about an incredible woman who got 
better after being very sick. I hope someone will make that film some day. The day when there’s 
finally a cure for the horrible disease that cut down Laury.

PAMELA HOGAN
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NOTES FROM THE FILMMAKERS

I knew Laury Sacks three years. The first year getting to know her. The second year watching 
her disappear. And the third year watching her die. In those three years, I struck up a most 
unusual relationship with a woman who couldn’t express herself, couldn’t stop pacing, couldn’t 
instigate a conversation, couldn’t stop making trips to the bathroom… couldn’t reciprocate as a 
friend.  This was a woman who had a terrifying brain disease, but for a year, I thought she didn’t 
like me. Says something about this woman, this disease, and my insecurities.

Laury Sacks had dementia. But her girlfriends didn’t know. What was happening to this chatty, 
vital woman? A stroke, a breakdown, depression, medication, or had she simply lost interest in their 
friendship…? Frontotemporal dementia is tricky that way. You see, it creeps into the brains of peo-
ple in the prime of their life. People who have young kids, marriages, work, vacations planned, 
things they want to do. Laury was 46.

Laury was an actress. It seemed only fitting to document her story. She agreed. Without words, 
she called a friend, handed me the phone, and on the other end was Pam Hogan, a woman who 
knew how to make a documentary.

Time is key, especially when you don’t have a lot of it, so we got the cameras rolling. Through Kat 
Patterson’s lens, we saw the day to day life of Laury Sacks quickly begin to unravel. She gradually lost 
pieces of herself…as a mother, a wife, an independent thinker. Sometimes it seemed she knew. Just 
as often, it seemed she didn’t.

Laury was captain of our ship. Until she wasn’t. Pam and I agreed we would know when to stop 
shooting. That time came soon enough. Another factor of FTD—it’s fast and furious. Laury spent 
her last months in a facility outside of New York. One of her oldest friends, Lois, visited her. Lois 
told us that Laury wouldn’t want half her story told, but the whole story. So the cameras revved 
up one last time. What did we see? A woman who had wasted away. A woman who still laughed.

I certainly didn’t know Laury in her heyday, which I heard was quite something. I never knew 
the woman with the sharp banter, incredible sense of humor and the most generous, gracious 
friend. What I knew was the core of a woman. The bare roots of someone when everything else is 
stripped away. The essence. A place where dementia cannot reach.

CONNIE SHULMAN
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ABOUT THE TEAM

PAMELA HOGAN
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER

An Emmy award-winning filmmaker, journalist, and media executive, 
Pamela Hogan is the Series Creator and EP of Time for School, PBS’s 
flagship mini-series on the global crisis in access to education (Gabriel 
Award, Overseas Press Club citation, IDA nominee). Now in production 
on the final episode, the film follows 7 children in 7 countries who are 
struggling against overwhelming odds to make it from kindergarten all 
the way through high school. She was recently Co-Creator and Executive 
Producer of PBS’s Women, War & Peace, a 5-part series on the strategic 
role of women in global conflict, and Director of Episode 1, I Came 
to Testify.  Seen by 12 million viewers, the films won 2 Overseas Press 
Club awards, a Television Academy Honor, and the Gracie award for 
outstanding series. In addition, the episode has been honored with the 
American Bar Association’s Silver Gavel award for outstanding work that 
fosters understanding of the legal system. She was a founding producer 
and EP of PBS’s international series Wide Angle, working closely with 
global filmmakers on 70 hours of documentaries filmed in 50 countries. 
While there, she originated and developed  Ladies First about women’s 
leadership in post-genocide Rwanda (winner of an Emmy and the Society 
for Professional Journalists Sigma Delta Chi for Best Documentary). She 
has produced for Bill Moyers, directed international co-productions for 
National Geographic Television, and was Field Producer of NBC’s Peabody 
award-winning To Be An American, directed by acclaimed filmmaker Tom 
Spain. Her speaking engagements include the White House, Capitol Hill, 
US Institute of Peace, the UN, Asia Society, Council on Foreign Relations, 
Harvard and UC Berkeley Law Schools, and Brown’s Watson Institute. 
She is an adjunct professor at Columbia University’s Graduate School of 
Journalism, co-teaching the Masters Documentary Seminar.
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CONNIE SHULMAN
PRODUCER

Connie Shulman originated the role of Annelle in Steel Magnolias and 
voiced the character of Patti Mayonnaise from Nickelodeon’s animated 
series, DOUG. Her film credits include Fried Green Tomatoes, Men Don’t 
Leave, Reversal of Fortune, and Sweet and Lowdown. She is currently 
acting in Netflix’s Orange Is The New Black as Yoga Jones and is proud to 
have received with her castmates the Screen Actors Guild award for best 
ensemble in a comedy. She has just completed her first novel.

ANDREW FREDERICKS
EDITOR

Andrew Fredericks has been a documentary filmmaker for nearly thirty years, 
working as a director, editor and cinematographer. He has collaborated with 
journalist Bill Moyers on a host of documentaries and conversations including 
Living on the Edge, Surviving the Good Times, Free Speech for Sale, and America’s 
First River. His body of work also includes If You Knew Sousa, America in the 
Forties, and Fat with pioneering filmmaker Tom Spain. His work has appeared 
on ABC, NBC, PBS, National Geographic, and Bravo. He directed and edited 
Money Driven Medicine with producer Alex Gibney and edited the award-win-
ning film, I Came to Testify, the premier film in the highly-acclaimed PBS series 
Women, War & Peace. More recently, Andrew edited Abigail Disney’s feature 
documentary, The Armor of Light.

ADRIENNE HASPEL
EDITOR

Adrienne Haspel is a narrative, documentary film, and television editor. 
She has worked on shows for Frontline, Need to Know, andWide Angle, 
including the Emmy-nominated Lord’s Children. Her narrative work has 
been shown at many film festivals including Tribeca, Cannes, and Edinburgh. 
Her collaborations with video artists have appeared in museums and 
galleries in the US and abroad. Most recently, she’s completed various 
installations and documentaries for the Moscow-based Russian Jewish 
Museum and Center for Tolerance, including one about the Holocaust 
on Soviet Soil. Currently she is working as an editor for Fault Lines, a 
weekly program on Al Jazeera America and Al Jazeera English that 
focuses on US and international current affair issues.
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KATHERINE PATTERSON
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Katherine Patterson is an award-winning documentary producer and 
cinematographer. She has worked on stories and films for HBO Films, 
PBS, ABC News, National Geographic, TLC and many independent 
production companies. She won a Dupont Award for Hopkins 24/7 and 
was nominated for Best Documentary Cinematography Emmys for her 
work on Love Crimes of Kabul and 12th and Delaware. She is currently 
working on a documentary series for Britain’s Channel 4 called The 
Westend.  

PAUL DAMIAN HOGAN
COMPOSER

Paul Damian Hogan is a composer and producer in New York City. He 
was nominated for an Emmy for his score to the documentary Birders: 
The Central Park Effect and has also composed for the films Shored Up, 
Sahkanaga, and Must Read After My Death. He earned his doctorate in 
music composition from Columbia University studying contemporary 
classical and electronic music. He makes records under the names Paul 
Damian Hogan the Third, Ta Da, and Frances. He also writes music for 
television commercials, does arrangements for bands, produces records, 
and composes music for art projects. When not writing music, Paul 
enjoys playing soccer, watching soccer, hanging out with his wife and 2 
1⁄2-year-old daughter, traveling, and eating delicious sandwiches.

JEFFREY KIMBALL
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Jeffrey Kimball has made a number of award-winning short dramas, 
non-fiction and experimental films, and has worked as a producer, editor, 
and cinematographer on shorts, documentaries and features. He previously 
founded the music department at Miramax Films where he worked on the 
score and soundtrack for more than a hundred films, three of which won 
Oscars for Best Original Score. Birders: The Central Park Effect, his feature 
directorial debut, premiered at SXSW in 2012 and was picked up by HBO 
and broadcast as part of their Summer Documentary Series. Called “a 
delight for everyone” by the Wall Street Journal, the Emmy-nominated 
film has since shown theatrically and has played at numerous film festivals 
in the US and abroad.
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Directed & Narrated by
Pamela Hogan

Producers
Pamela Hogan & Connie Shulman

Editors
Andrew Fredericks & Adrienne Haspel

Writers
Andrew Fredericks & Pamela Hogan

Cinematographer
Kat Patterson

Music
Paul Damian Hogan

Associate Producer
Sam Jinishian

Executive Producer
Jeffrey Kimball

Featuring
Laury Sacks 
Eric Sacks
Nicole Quinn
Talley Sacks
Connie Shulman
Lois Robbins
Nelsie Spencer
Gloria Mishkoff
Gus Birney
Sally Nall
Marilyn Martin

Title Design
Dale Robbins
Alton Christensen

Musicians
Paul Damian Hogan
Julia Tepper
Isaiah Gage
Kyle Olson

FULL CREDITS
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Additional Camera
Jeffrey Kimball
Ku-ling Siegel
Andrew Fredericks
Ben Shapiro

Production Assistant
Sarah Ihmoud

Online Post and Finishing
Park Avenue Post, Inc.

Colorist
Maria Mendoza

Audio Mix
Devin Emke

Additional Online Editor
Diego Del Sol

Online Post Supervisor
Nigel Kettle

Legal Counsel
Neil Rosini at Franklin, Weinrib, Rudell & Vassallo, P.C.

“Had You Been Around”
Written by Richard Jacques, Ronald N. Miller, William Stevenson, Bernard Yuffy
Used by Permission of Jobete Music Co Inc., Stone Diamond Music Corp.

Thanks to:
Karla Alcabes, Olivia Alcabes, Daniel Baer, Jeb Bernstein, Ephraim Birney, Reed Birney, Wendy 
Brandes, Rick Bruner, Tom Casciato, Erin Chapman, Nina Chaudry, Christine Clarke, Kathleen 
Clinesmith, Susan L-J Dickinson, Amy Edelman, Nadia Eguchi, Karin Eskenazi-Tzamarot, Rebecca 
Fasanello, Marcia Firesten, Felice Firestone, Anne Fredericks, Betsy Friedman, Peter Galison, Sam 
Galison, Lauren Geller, Jill Goldman, Karim Hajj, Andy Halper, Alexandra Herzan, Tracie Holder, 
Kathleen Hughes, Rawan Jabaji, Doug Johnson, Eri Kang, Sehr Karim, Ryder Kimball, Dr. Daniel 
J. Levitin, Charlotte Mangin, Dr. Richard Mayeux, Constance McDonald, Rodney Pearlman, Janie 
Pozner, Aaron Profumo, Joanne Redding, Gini Reticker, Tamara Rosenberg, Oren Rudavsky, Natalie 
Scarritt, Jeff Seelbach, Stephen Segaller, Jeremy Smith, Drew Spindler, James Andrew Spindler Jr., 
Janet Swanson, Andrew Tkach, Debra Victoroff, Pamela Weekes, Jessica Windt, ABC Home & 
Carpet, Calhoun School, Fairway Market, Levain Bakery, & Patisserie Margot
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